JUNE 2015
EDUCATION IS THE KINDLING OF A FLAME, NOT THE FILLING OF THE VESSEL

Dear Parents
We have crossed the biggest milestone of our journey to success –
the first year of operations at School Of India! On behalf of the
management, I extend a very warm welcome to all the existing
and new parents, to the School Of India family.
All great ideas begin with a commitment to the future. It is with a
strong commitment to the quest for excellence in the field of
education that School Of India was established to positively
influence the lives of young children and transform them into
proud and worthy citizens of India. They will make their mark on
the global platform as true Indians. Our students will be taught to
take responsibility for their learning and their behaviour in order
that they assume responsibility of the society at large as adults.

EVENTS OF THE MONTH
Parent Orientation
World Environment Day
Red Day
Bye Bye Mango
Investiture Ceremony

While our state of the art infrastructure, outstanding teachers,
small number of students in each class and innovative
programmes are important contributors to the successful
fulfilment of School Of India’s educational mission, a vital
ingredient is our partnership with families who share our core
values and educational philosophy. We are delighted that your
family will be joining the School Of India community. In order that
our best laid plans are executed in the best possible manner, it is
imperative that we keep the lines of communication open at all
times.
We look forward to your valuable feedback regarding any aspect
of our efforts towards grooming your children in a positive and
fun filled environment. The best yardstick to measure whether
your child’s school is going the right way is to check whether the
child is happy to go to school every day. If the answer is yes,
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you don’t have to worry at all. Children are very intelligent. They have to be given the right
exposure so that learning happens naturally without conscious effort and yet be enjoyable.
In order to facilitate experiential learning, we have incorporated a programme called Eureka
Think Labs in our curriculum, which provides hands on experience in Science and Technology
education in schools. We wish to harness the creative potential and curiosity of young students
with the exploratory capacities of science. The activities and experiments are designed around
daily life objects and observations. Indigenously developed content ensures that students
embrace science concepts with ease while enjoying the same.
Life skills is an equally important component of a child’s education along with academics. We
have introduced ‘School Cinema’ in our curriculum which is a child centric interactive multimedia
programme to inculcate valuable life skills and morals in our students. On behalf of the
management, I assure you that we will cater to the holistic development of our students many
folds more than your expectations!
Together, let us make the academic session 2015-16 an eventful year for our children by
upholding the motto of our school ‘Nationalism before Internationalism’!

Parent Orientation
The Parent Orientation Meet was held on 30th of May 2015. The
parents were briefed about the vision and mission of School Of India.
The parents interacted with the class teachers and cleared all their
doubts regarding the day to day functioning of the school. Manila
Ma’am addressed the gathering on behalf of the management and
assured the parents of all round developed of the children at School
Of India.

World Environment Day
Students of School of India planted a variety of
saplings to foster the spirit of oneness and
express their gratitude towards Mother Nature.
Trees have long served humanity in one form or
the other. On the other hand humans have only
threatened their very existence. Now it is our
turn to reverse the damage that we have
caused and restore the balance between nature
and man; and the first step towards this change
is to plant trees.
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Pre-primary Celebrating Red Day
To introduce the tiny tots to the world of
colours, we celebrate colour day every
month. As a start, on the 12th of June, the
preprimary children celebrated "The Red
Day". They were dressed in red colour
clothes, brought red toys and red colour food
items in their snack boxes.

Grade V

Bye–bye Mango
Mango is the National fruit of India. In India, we
have hundreds of varieties of mangoes. We
celebrated a fun activity called " Good bye
Mango" in School of India and children enjoyed
eating mango in the traditional way using their
hands.

Investiture Ceremony
School of India celebrated its 2nd Investiture
ceremony on 26th June, 2015. On this auspicious
occasion the school appointees were presented with
the school flag and badges. The ceremony was
graced by the presence of dignitaries from the
school management. The newly appointed leaders
had turned out immaculately dressed in their school
uniform. The proud parents had tears of joy in their
eyes when they saw their children receiving flags
and badges on the stage. School Of India now has a
22 member student council. The young leaders
promised to discharge their duties to the best of
their abilities and take their alma mater to greater
heights of excellence.

Regards
Shyamashree Chatterjee
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